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SUMMARY 
Static-pressure measurements were made through the speed of sound 
by the NACA wing-flow method at the rear of two unswept circular cylin-
ders of different length-diameter ratiO, and one 450 sweptback circular 
cylinder. Additional measurements were made at the rear and sides of 
a wedge. A Mach number range from about 0.7 to about 1.2 was covered 
in the tests. 
The results of the tests indicated that the static pressures at 
the rear of the unswept cylinders and wedge decreased considerably with 
increase in Mach number from 0.70 to 1.0. Comparison of the results 
for the unswept cylinders of different length-diameter ratio showed that 
the decrease in static pressure began at a lower Mach number and was of 
greater magnitude for the cylinder of higher length-diameter ratio. For 
the sweptback cylinder, the rapid pressure decrease was delayed to 
increasingly higher Mach numbers with increase in distance from the root. 
The static pressures on the sides of 'the wedge increased considerably 
with increase in Mach number from 0.90 to 1.17. 
INTRODUCTION 
In connection with the pressure survey of the test region in the 
development of the NACA wing-flow technique for transonic research, 
reference 1, static-pressure measurements were made at several spanwise 
locations at the rear of two unswept circular cylinders and one swept-
back circular cylinder and at the base of a wedge at Mach .numbers 
extending through the speed of sound. Pressure measurements were also 
made at one spanwise station at midchord on each face of the wedge. 
These data, although limited in scope and application, are believed 
to be of considerable interest in indicating some of the basic effects 
of the changes in flow characteristics in the transonic speed range. 
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APPARATUS AND TESTS 
The cylinders used for the tests were made of ~-inch-diameter steel 
tubing. Two of the cylinders, 10 inches and 14 inches long, were mount ed 
normal to the wing surface at 45 percent chord on the modified ammunitio~ 
compartment dbor of a P-5lD airplane (fig. 1). The third cylinder, 
14 inches long, was mounted at 450 from the normal to the wing surface at 
42.5 percent chord, (fig. 2). The outboard end of each of the cylinders 
was closed with a hemispherical fitting. 
The wedge had a chord of 2.5 inches, a span of 10 inches, and an 
included angle of 80 • The wedge was mounted with its spanwise axis normal 
to the wing surface at 45 percent chord and was free to aline itself with 
the local air flow (fig. 3). A circular end plate was fixed t o the end 
of the wedge adjacent t o the wing surface. 
Pressure measurements were made by means of orifices in the rear 
of the cylinders and on the rear and sides of the wedge connected to 
NACA recording manometers. The location of the orifices above the wing 
surface is indicated in the sketches of figure 4. Reference static pres-
sures and the Mach number, or, in effect, the free-stream conditions of 
the tests, were determined by static-pressure surveys of the test r egion 
in separate tests without a model in place. The chordwise variation of 
the reference static pressure close to the wing surface was determined 
from pressure measurements with static-pressure orifices flush with t he 
wing surface (similar to the manner described in reference i). The vari-
ation of the reference static pressures normal to the wing surface was 
determined from pressure measurements with a static-pressure tube mounted 
at various heights above the wing surface. The tests were made in high-
speed dives of the P-5lD airplane such that Mach numbers at the test 
station on the wing ranged from about 0.7 to 1.2. The corresponding 
Reynolds numbers ranged from about 6 X 104 to 10 X 104 for the unswept 
cylinders, from about 9 X 104 to 14 X 104 for the sweptback cylinder, and 
from about 4 X 105 to 7 X 105 for the wedge. 
The measurement of the pressures and the Mach number from a consider-
ation of the sensitivity of the measuring instruments is estimated to be 
within the following limits: 
Pressure, inches of water. 
Mach number • . . • 
-----------------.--~. -
±0.2 
±0.005 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the tests are presented in figure 4 as a plot of the 
static-pressure ratio p/Po against M, where p is the static pressure 
measured at the orifice in the model and Po and M are the effective 
free-stream static pressure and Mach number, respectively, at the orifice 
location. 
The static pressures on the rear of the 10-inch and 14-inch unswept 
cylinders and on the base of the wedge (figs. 4(a) to 4(c)) seem to show 
no consistent variation of pressure with spanwise position of the orifice. 
For these models, the variation of pressure with Mach number was approxi-
mately the same for all of the orifices of a given model. In general, a 
decrease in pressure of from 25 to 40 percent of free-stream static pres-
sure occurred with increase in Mach number from 0.7 to 1.0 for all three 
models. 
For the 10-inch unswept cylinder (fig. 4(a)), the variation of pres-
sure with Mach number was fairly constant up to a Mach number of about 0.95, 
decreased rapidly with further increase in Mach numb~r to 1.0, and then 
remained approximately constant with further increase in Mach number. Too 
variation of pressure with Mach number for the 14-inch unswept cylinder 
(fig. 4(b)) was similar to that for the 10-inch unswept cylinder except 
that the rapid decrease of pressure occurred at about 0.025 lower Mach 
number; at Mach numbers above 0.95, the pressure reached a somewhat lower 
constant value than for the shorter cylinder. These results indicate an 
adverse effect of increased length-diameter ratio (or aspect ratio) at 
high subsonic Mach numbers which is in agreement with previous results on 
the effect of aspect ratio of airfoils at high subsonic Mach numbers 
(reference 2). 
For comparison with the results obtained on the unswept cylinders, 
the static pressure measured at a Reynolds number of 22,000 on the rear of 
a circular cylinder (two-dimensional) in the wind-tunnel tests of 
reference 3, is plotted on figures 4(a) and 4(b) at a Mach number of 0.695. 
The agreement is reasonably good. Although the Reynolds number of the 
wind-tunnel tests was approximately one -third that of the present tests, 
it appears} according to results obtained by Ferri (reference 4), that 
Reynolds number effects on the pressure distribution around cylinders is 
negligible at Mach numbers above about 0.70. 
The base pressures on the wedge (fig. 4(c)) showed a more gradual 
decrease with Mach number than the pressures on the rear of the unswept 
cylinders up to a Mach number of 1.0 and then became nearly constant at 
the higher Mach numbers. The pressures were considerably higher on the 
base of the wedge than on the rear of the unswept cylinders at all Mach 
numbers. 
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Rotating the 14-inch cylinder back 45 0 (fig. 4(d)) caused a marked 
difference in the variation of the pressure with Mach number at the three 
orifice positions. Up to a Mach number of 0.85, the pressures at the 
three orifice positions (about 4, 25, and 54 percent of the length of the 
cylinder from the r oot ) were practically the same. With further increase 
in Mach number the inboard orifice showed a pressure decrease generally 
similar to that of the unswept cylinder, but with increasing distance 
from the root, the pressure decrease was delayed to increasingly higher 
Mach numbers; for the outermost orifice (54 percent) the pressure decreaoo 
did not occur until a Mach number of 1.07 was attained, a Mach number 
about 0.15 above that for the unswept cylinder. Comparison of the resulw 
for the outermost orifice 'of the swept cylinder with the results of the 
unswept cylinder indicated that the difference in pressures (up to the 
Mach number at which the pressure decrease occurs) conforms approximately 
to the simple sweepback theory; that is, the pressures developed are a 
function of the dynamic pressure and Mach number of the flow normal to ths 
axis of the cylinder. The rapid pressure decrease on the swept cylinder 
occurred, however, at a consid~rably lower Mach number than would be 
expected from applicat.ion of the simple theory to the unswept-cylinder 
results. 
The static pressures on the sides of the wedge (fig. 4(e)) were 
practically constant at Mach numbers from 0.7 to about 0.9. At Mach 
numbers between about 0.9 to 1.17, a large increase in the pressure 
occurred. The value of the pressure obtained at the highest Mach number 
tested, 1.17, agreed well with the value calculated by the theory of 
oblique plane shock waves (reference 5) for a Mach number of 1.20 (the 
lowest Mach number for which the theory indicates an attached shock wave). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Measurements at transonic speeds of static pressures at the rear of 
two unswept circular cylinders of different length-diameter ratio and one 
sweptback circular cylinder and at the rear and sides of a wedge indicated 
the following results: 
1. The static pressures at the rear of the unswept cylinders and the 
wedge decreased on the order of 25 to 40 percent of the free-stream pres-
sure with increase in Mach number from 0.70 to 1.0, and then remained 
nearly constant up to the highest Mach number attained, (1.14 to 1.2). 
2. An adverse effect of increasing the length-diameter ratio (or 
aspect ratio) of the unswept cylinders was noted in that the rapid 
decrease in the static pressure for the longer cylinder occurred at a 
Mach number about 0.025 lower than for the shorter cylinder and the pres-
sures at Mach numbers above 1.0 were lower for the longer cylinder. 
• 
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3. The static pressure at the rear of the 450 sweptback cylinder near 
the root showed a variation with Mach number generally similar t o that for 
the unswept cylinders; but as t he distance from the root increased, the 
rapid pressure decrease was delayed to increasingly higher Mach numbers. 
4. The stat ic pressures at midchord on the sides of the wedge were 
approximately constant at Mach numbers from 0.70 to about 0.90 and then 
increased with increasing Mach numbers to a value at a Mach number of 1.17 
in close agreement with that calculated by the theory of oblique plane 
shock waves for a Mach number of 1.20. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
Nat ional AdVisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va. 
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Figure 1. - Three-quarter side view of 14-inch-span unswept cylinder mounted on wing ammunition-
compartment door. P-51D airplane. ~ 
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Figure 2. - Three-quarter rear view of 450 sweptback cylinder mounted on wing ammunition-
compartment door. P-51D airplane. ~ 
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Figure 3. - Rear view of 10 -inch -span wedge mounted on wing 
ammunition -compartment door. P-51D airplane. 
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Figure 4. - Variation of pressure ratio p/po with Mach number M 
for the several cylinders and wedge tested. 
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